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Introduction

Material and Methods

This work was supported by the research project young researchers (19PEJC09-03) entitled “Development of automatic survival prediction 
tool for glioblastoma using multi-contrast MR imaging” which is funded by the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research of Tunisia

Glioblastoma is an aggressive brain tumor which has a poor vital prognosis. An early prediction of the survival rate could

help doctors to adapt treatments. Previous studies focused on the prediction of the overall survival of patients having a

glioblastoma using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). While some studies focused on classical MR contrasts (FLAIR,
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T1, T1c, T2) using radiomic measures, other studies investigated Diffusion

Weighted Imaging (DWI) and particularly Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC)

which showed a strong link with the severity of glioblastoma. In this project

involving Tunisian doctors and engineers, we tried to investigate both classical

anatomical contrasts and DWI.
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This project adressed a classification problem (glioblastoma subparts segmentation) and a regression problem (survival

prediction) using both classical machine learning techniques and deep learning methods. Many challenges related to data

and computational ressources were adressed. Light deep learning architectures were used for the classification problem to

overcome the limitations of computational ressources and provided good results. An international database (BRATS) was

also combined to local data in order to compensate the lack of data. Nevertheless, missing data problems need to be

adressed in the future using reconstruction methods.


